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Here is the summary of the results from August's Member Survey about inviting Permanent Electronic Groups (PEGs) to Hawaii Area. The Hawaii Area PEG Work Group categorized, combined, and then responded to your individual questions, and those collective answers are below. Thank you for your participation. The PEG Work Group
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Where do we go from here?  

Your group's GR will be voting for or against this at the Fall Assembly 
in Hilo November 19 & 20.  Please make certain your GR or some 
elected representative of your group will be there to vote your voice.  

Registration opens soon. 

****************************************************************** 

How many PEGs exist or are registered in the Hawaii Area? Will they 
have group reps who attend assemblies? 

As of now in the Hawaii Area, there are no PEGs and no new PEGs that 
are being registered with the WSO (or in any other Area.) The policies and 
procedures for PEGs in Hawaii will be determined by a PEG Task Force 
after the Fall Assembly vote to accept PEGs or not. 
 
What impact will PEGs have in the Hawaii Area if we decide to accept 
them? 

We don’t know yet, and we don’t know what we don’t know. Whatever 
procedures the Task Force recommends, this Work Group recommends a 
1-year trial period before voting to adopt the Policies and Procedures.  
  
What does it mean to have a New Electronic District? 

Based on the survey results, there doesn’t seem to be a need for an 
Electronic District right now. 
  
Will a group that was registered as an in-person group, but now wants 
to continue as a PEG have to change their group number or name?  
Any group that is currently registered as an in-person group and decides to 
become a PEG will keep its same number. WSO, in conjunction with the 
Areas’ suggestions, will build the structure for registering PEGs. 



 
Are there consequences to having a GR or Alt GR not live in Hawaii? 
Every group is responsible for sending its GR or Alt GR to the in-person 
Hawaii Area Assemblies. A group would most likely not be able to afford to 
send its out of state GR or Alt GR to the Assembly. 
 
How is the 7th tradition handled?  

Tradition 7 states: “Every Group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining 
outside contributions.”  Each group is autonomous and will decide how to 
handle 7th tradition on its own. 

 

What will the Policies and Procedures be for service in a PEG? 

The Policies and Procedures for service will be determined by the PEG 
Task Force that is created once we vote to have PEGs in Hawaii Area. 

 

Our group is online and looking like we will stay online for the near 
future and most likely longer. Are we required to register as a PEG? 

If your group is already registered with the World Service Office, WSO, 
there is nothing you have to do right now.   

 

What will the Registration Process be? 

Once the Assembly in Hawaii convenes in Hilo in November and the GRs 
have the opportunity to vote to include PEGs into the Hawaii Area 
Structure, Hawaii Area will establish a Task Force.  

 

Once the Hawaii Area Task Force creates a process, every PEG will have 
to choose to register as part of the Hawaii Area Structure or choose to 
register instead with the newly formed Global Electronic Area, GEA. The 



GEA is not currently welcoming any new groups from other Areas.  We’re 
all waiting and creating Policies and Procedures. 
 
How can we solve this and keep it simple?  

The WSO recently approved representation for 700+ previously 
unregistered electronic groups that existed without geographic locations 
before Covid 19. Those electronic groups are now represented by one 
delegate who has equal representation with all other delegates who 
represent all geographic Areas of the Al-Anon fellowship.  

 

Groups that met in-person before Covid 19 that may now want to become a 
PEG and newly created PEGs may have a choice of their representation. 
The WSO has asked each (geographic) Area to consider adding PEGs to 
their Area. Each Area may decide how to include them. Our Area is in the 
process of making these decisions. 
 




